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Positronium
A good probe on fundamental physics
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e+

e-Positronium (Ps)
An exotic hydrogen-like atom consisting of 
an electron and a positron

Two useful features
1. Pure leptonic structure 2. Including antimatter 

From Alan Stonebraker
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Fig. 24. Determination of the 13S1–23S1 interval in positronium. The references here are: a is for [172] and b is for [173].

Table 14
Theory of the 13S1–23S1 interval in positronium

Term !E (MHz)

!2mc2 1 233 690 735.1
!4mc2 !82 005.6
!5mc2 !1 501.4
!6mc2 !7.1, [174]
!7mc2 1.2(6), [175,200]

Total 1 233 607 222.2(6)

The corrections !E are presented in the energy units, while their numerical values are given in the frequency units for E/h.

corrections, and they are the same as those responsible for the uncertainty of muonium hyperfine interval (!(Z!)2m/M

and (Z!)3m/M) [61,168,114] (see the previous section for detail). The fourth-order recoil terms of theory of heavy
atoms become the third-order corrections in positronium.
Studies of the spectrum and decay rates of positronium provide us with a number of strong tests of bound state

QED, some of which are among the most accurate. Some theoretical predictions from Table 12 can be compared with
accurate experimental data, a review of which can be found in [166]. The most accurately measured spectroscopic data
are related to the ground state HFS (see Fig. 23) and to the 1S–2S interval (see Fig. 24 and Table 14). There are some
minor discrepancies between experimental and theoretical data.
The experimental situation with the orthopositronium decay (see Fig. 25) had been not acceptable for a while but

it has been recently improved [182]. The problem was a significant inconsistency of various experiments and long-
standing strong discrepancy between theory and the most accurate experimental data. The data presented in Fig. 25
include most recent vacuum results from Tokyo [183] andAnnArbor [182] which are in a good agreement with theory
(see Table 15). The original gas result fromAnnArbor (data point c in Fig. 25) is corrected (data point d) according to
the preliminary analysis in [166] but that is not a final result. Further examination is in progress and it seems that the
final uncertainty will be bigger [179].
For the parapositronium decay theory and experiment are in perfect agreement (see Figs. 26 and 27). Most of

positronium decay experiments were reviewed in Refs. [166,167].
These two papers also review experiments on the fine structure in positronium performed at 23S1–2P intervals which

were less accurate than experiments at 1S HFS and 1S–2S intervals. Data on the fine structure are not as accurate as
the results related to the 1S hyperfine splitting and the 1S–2S interval but the progress is possible [166] (Fig. 28).
To conclude the section, let us discuss briefly the theory of the positronium decay rates and energy levels and

in particular the uncertainty of their calculations. We collected all theoretical predictions in Table 12. The results
were published and presented in different compilations. What we would like to emphasize here is our estimation of
uncertainty.

5 ppb
Allows precise test 
of the fundamental 
theory

Search for matter – antimatter 
asymmetry to solve the mystery of 
disappeared antimatter

http://alanstonebraker.com/


Cold positronium in a few Kelvin is 
a key resource for next steps
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For precise spectroscopy
Reducing systematic uncertainties 
arising from the large velocity

198 M. S. FEE et al. 48

pulse is passed several times through the volume contain-
ing the excited-state atoms. As shown in Fig. 2, the pho-
toionization region is to the left of the cw beam, approxi-
mately 6 mm wide and 10 mm deep (into the figure). The
geometry of the photoionization region will be discussed
in more detail in Sec. III A. We calculate that the 30-mJ,
7-ns pulses result in —50% ionization probability for
excited-state Ps.
The excitation and collection geometry has also been

modified from the previous 1S-2S measurement. In that
experiment, as in the one we report here, an axial mag-
netic field was used to simplify the positron optics. In the
previous experiment, the laser excitation region was
placed directly in front of the positronium source. Col-
lection of the photoionized signal positrons from the exci-
tation region was accomplished by EXB deflection of the
signal positrons to the side of the target, where they were
accelerated axially to a time-resolved channel-electron-
multiplier-array (CEMA) detector. Subsequent EXB
plates were required to energy resolve the reemitted posi-
trons to prevent them from both contaminating the signal
and saturating the CEMA.
However, with the small number of excited-state Ps

produced with cw excitation, the reemitted positrons
represent an overwhelming background; there are rough-
ly 10 reemitted positrons for each photoionized signal
positron. Despite exhaustive e6'orts to isolate signal posi-
trons from reemitted positrons using pulsed grids, energy
resolution, and CEMA time resolution, the cw excitation
signal was several orders of magnitude below the noise.

The new excitation and collection geometry we finally
adopted, shown in Fig. 2, includes several features. First,
to eliminate the problem with the reemitted positrons,
the Ps-laser interaction volume is now split into two
separate regions. The upper region contains the incom-
ing positron beam and the Al(111) crystal. Electrically
neutral Ps atoms cross magnetic-field lines, through the
cw excitation beam, and into the lower region where pho-
toionization of the excited-state Ps and collection of the
liberated positrons occurs. The advantage of this ar-
rangement is that signal positrons are collected only from
the region below the target, while the reemitted positrons
are trapped along magnetic-field lines and are blocked
from reaching the detector by the target.
The initially circular, 10-mm-diam incident positron

beam is skimmed to produce a Hat bottom edge with a
10—90%%uo width of 1.5 mm. This edge is lined up with the
flat bottom of the 1-cm Al(111) target, maximizing the
Aux of incident positrons at the bottom of the target,
while allowing less than 10 of the incident positrons to
hit the CEMA. As shown in Fig. 2, the TEMOO mode of
the 486-nn build-up cavity is directed along the bottom
edge of the target, 1.5 mm from the target surface. Any
atom passing through the center of the 486-nm beam will
subsequently pass through the photoionization region
below and to the left (in the figure) of the target. After
the excited-state atom has been photoionized, the liberat-
ed positrons are accelerated to the CEMA by an -2-
V/cm axial electric field into a 1-m-long equipotential
drift tube to the CEMA, where they are counted. The
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FIG. 2. Positronium source and laser interaction region. The circular, pulsed positron beam enters from the left, guided by a 150-
G axial magnetic field. The bottom 4 of the positron beam is blocked by the input skimmer and the flat edge of the beam is aligned
with the lower edge of the Al(111) target. Over 10% of the 2X10 incident positrons are thermally ejected from the Al target as
ground-state (1 S& ) positronium atoms. Some of these atoms pass through a 2.5-kW cw laser beam formed inside a Fabry-Perot reso-
nator with a finesse of 10', and are excited via Doppler-free two-photon absorption to the 2 S& state. Excited-state atoms cross
magnetic-field lines to a region below and to the left of the positronium source, where they are photoionized by a pulsed laser at 532
nm. The two spots on the retroreflecting mirror are due to multiple passes of the 532-nm beam. Approximately one e photoioniza-
tion fragment per laser pulse is accelerated by an -2-V/cm electric field along the magnetic-field lines, below the Al target, below a
second skimmer, and through a drift tube to a channel electron multiplier array (CEMA} detector. Roughly 400 ns after the photo-
ionization laser fires, the signal positron reaches the detector in a 50-ns time window. The two skimmers work in combination to
reduce the number of background positrons reaching the CEMA.

M.S. Fee et al., 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 (1993) 1397.

Ps was around 600 K

Cooling of Ps to a few Kelvin will 
improve to 10 times more precision 

To realize Bose-Einstein condensation
The first BEC, which is a coherent 
matter wave, with an antimatter

Phase diagram for BEC transition
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Because of the ongoing progress in physics for the produc-
tion and manipulation of positronium atoms, one can expect
the realization of BEC of Ps atoms in the near future. The
latter is a very challenging project and could lead to various
fundamental applications. In particular, it is of great interest to
investigate the process of collective annihilation decay of Ps
atoms from the BEC state, as a coherent ensemble of lasing
atoms, towards the generation of intense coherent ! rays in
the MeV domain of energies. The creation of a ! -ray laser
has been the subject of extreme interest since the realization
of the first lasers. The annihilation of electron-positron pairs
has been considered as one of the basic processes for the
intense ! -ray sources. The induced annihilation of a pair was
already considered by Dirac [32]. For the observed ! -ray
lines from the astrophysical objects, the radiation through the
spontaneous [33] and stimulated annihilation [34,35] of an
electron-positron plasma was considered. Then the ideas of Ps
BEC and subsequent annihilation in the context of a ! -ray laser
were considered in Refs. [19,36–38]. In these papers, the lasing
gain coefficient has been obtained from the rate equations. The
latter is applicable to lasing systems with drivers (initial seed)
and resonators and cannot be extrapolated to the exponential
gain regime [39]. Meanwhile, because there are no drivers
or mirrors operable at ! -ray frequencies, one should realize
single pass lasers operating in the so-called self-amplified
spontaneous-emission regime. A mechanism of a ! -ray laser
at the collective annihilation of Ps atoms in a BEC state
in the self-amplified spontaneous-emission regime has been
proposed in Ref. [40]. It has been shown that at the coupling
of two macroscopic coherent ensembles of bosons—the BEC
of Ps atoms and photons—there is an instability at which,
starting from the vacuum state of the photonic field, the
expectation value of the photon’s mode occupation grows
exponentially for a narrow interval of frequencies around
the 511 keV line. In the present paper, a more detailed
and thorough study of the ! -ray generation at the collective
annihilation of Ps atoms in a BEC state in the self-amplified
spontaneous-emission regime is presented. Here we utilize
the more general Hamiltonian including the stimulated o-Ps
to p-Ps transition. For the elongated shape of the BEC, it
shows a laserlike action, i.e., directional radiation when the
spontaneously emitted entangled and the oppositely directed
photon pairs are amplified, leading to an exponential buildup
of a macroscopic population into the end-fire modes. We also
investigate the influence of an external potential and interaction
between the Ps atoms on the ! -ray self-amplification process.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the main
Hamiltonian is constructed. In Sec. III, two-photon decay
of a Ps atom is analyzed. In Sec. IV, we consider the
intrinsic instability of recoilless collective two-photon decay
and present the setup for a ! -ray laser. In Sec. V, we
consider the influence of confinement and interaction between
the positronium atoms on the considered process. Finally,
conclusions are given in Sec. VI.

II. BASIC HAMILTONIAN

We begin our study with construction of the Hamiltonian
which governs the quantum dynamics of the considered
process. Here and below, except where it is stated otherwise,

FIG. 1. (Color online) The energy levels of interest. The upper
two levels represent hyperfine splitting of the ground state of Ps. The
applied electromagnetic field drives the o-Ps =! p-Ps transition.
The annihilation decay of the p-Ps into two entangled photons of the
same helicity is shown.

we employ natural units (c = ! = 1). Since o-Ps has a
relatively long lifetime, in a laboratory-based experiment it
will be more suitable to obtain a Bose-Einstein condensate for
o-Ps. As was proposed in Ref. [7], the use of spin-polarized
positrons will eventually lead to a gas of spin-polarized Ps,
which does not undergo the mutual spin-conversion reaction.
Thus, in the ensemble of Ps atoms, rapid annihilation of the
singlet states and collisions among the various triplet substates
will cause the Ps atoms to become completely polarized
into a pure m = 1 triplet state. Then, to trigger two-photon
annihilation, one should induce the triplet-to-singlet transition.
The latter can be realized via the ground-state hyperfine
transition either by the resonant sub-THz radiation (0.2 THz)
or strong off-resonant electromagnetic field. Thus, in Fig. 1, the
energy levels of interest are schematically shown. The upper
two levels represent hyperfine splitting of the ground state of
a Ps atom. The applied electromagnetic wave field drives the
o-Ps =! p-Ps transition. Then annihilation decay of the p-Ps
into the two entangled photons of the same helicity are shown.

To obtain dynamic equations, we will utilize the second
quantized formalism. For this purpose, let us introduce the cre-
ation and annihilation operators for p-Ps and o-Ps. The opera-
tor describing the creation of p-Ps in the internal ground state
with the total center-of-mass momentum p can be written as

!"+
p = 1"

2V

"
d#p#$

#
p# $ p

2

$
[!a+

p#,s+
!b+

p$p#,s$

$!a+
p#,s$

!b+
p$p#,s+

], (1)

where $(p) is the Fourier transform of the ground-state wave
function,

$(p) =
8
%

%a3
0

&
1 + p2a2

0

'2 , (2)

a0 = 2/(m&0) is the Bohr radius for Ps, m is the electron
mass, and &0 is the fine-structure constant. For the
phase-space integration, we have introduced the notation
d#q = Vd3q/(2% )3 (V is the quantization volume). In
Eq. (1), !a+

p,s and !b+
p,s are the creation operators for electrons

and positrons, respectively. The quantum number s describes
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Ps-BEC has impacts on both 
fundamental and applied physics
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High-contrast antimatter 
interferometer to measure gravity

511 keV gamma-ray laser

Phys. Rev. A 92, 023820 (2015)

Ps decays into spin-entangled g rays 
through the pair annihilation
g ray laser will be realized by  BEC 
coherence
★ High energy for many applications
★ Macroscopic entanglement

g
Slow?

Intensity of Ps blinks by
changing path length

Phys. stat. sol. 4,
3419 (2007)

Can be a key to explain why only 
matters are left in the current universe

Under intense study in many 
experiments



Cooling of Ps requires a breakthrough:
we use laser cooling 
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Short lifetime as 142 ns* requires a rapid cooling
* For the long-lived ortho-Ps (Spin = 1)

Conventional technique using 
thermalization in cryogenic nanopores

3

FIG. 2. Time evolution of !!2" with the various aerogel temperatures. !!2" is normalized to !3 on the left vertical axis. The
right vertical axis shows TPs which is converted from !!2" by the RTE model. The markers are obtained by Eq. (2) whose N are
calculated by the experimental energy spectra. Horizontal bars show timing ranges to produce the spectra for corresponding
markers. Vertical error bars show statistical uncertainties. Fitting curves are superimposed by solid lines calculated by Eq. (1)
and the RTE model. The separate measurements at 295K and 25K are treated independently in the calculation of !2/ndf,
whereas the markers show averaged values at the same aerogel temperature. (Left) M(E) = constant for each aerogel
temperature (u: unified atomic mass unit). (Right) Using Eq. (5) for fitting all the data globally.

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of !!2" and TPs at
each of the measured aerogel temperatures. The data
clearly show that the pick-o" annihilation rate gradually
decreases, and the rate of decrease is larger as the tem-
perature of the aerogel is reduced. Cooling of Ps down
to around 100K is achieved in 600 ns at an aerogel tem-
perature of 25K. The classical elastic collision model
was used to fit the measured time evolution of !!2" to
determine the silica e"ective mass M . The time evolu-
tion of average kinetic energy of o-Ps, E(t), is calculated
by Eq. (1), and then the pick-o" annihilation rate !2(t)

by the RTE model as !2(t) = !RTE
2 (L, !, 2E(t)

3kB
). In the

measured TPs region, !2 can be approximately expressed
in a simple formula as 2.0#10!3µs!1 TPs

1K in 5% accuracy,
although this approximation is not used in the analysis.
E(t) is treated as a continuous value since the quanti-
zation of the kinetic energy for confined Ps is typically
around 6 # 10!5 eV according to the pore size and the
RTE model. In Fig. 2 (left), M is set to a constant
value for each aerogel temperature in order to easily see
the tendency of the Ps kinetic energy dependence on M ,
and ! is fixed to 0.1866 which is obtained by the global-
fitting method described later. The chi-square method is
used for the fitting. Best-fit curves are superimposed in
Fig. 2 (left), and obtained M are shown in Fig. 3(bot-
tom) by solid circle markers. It is found that M increases
for colder Ps.

The energy dependence of M can be explained by the
combination of inelastic and elastic scatterings. In order
to include the energy dependence of M(E) in the anal-
ysis, a global fitting of the data is performed. In this
method, the contribution of the inelastic scattering is as-

sumed to be proportional to the photon absorption cross
section as

Minelastic(E) = C1

!" E

0
k

#
hc

E"

$
dE"

%!1

, (3)

where C1 is a constant, h is the Planck constant and
k(") is the photon absorption index of silica glass at the
wavelength " [29]. On the other hand, the contribution
of the elastic scattering is assumed to be

Melastic(E) = M0 +
C2

E
, (4)

where M0 and C2 are constants. The 1/E term can be
attributed to the quantum size e"ect of Ps. ortho-Ps
interacts with atoms of the silica aerogel naively within

the size of $
&
"dB
Ps

'2 % 1/E. This quantum size e"ect
could be observable especially for Ps because "dB

Ps is as
large as 4 nm even at 300K due to the light mass. Using
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), M(E) is modeled in the global-fitting
method as

1

M(E)
=

1

Minelastic(E)
+

1

Melastic(E)
. (5)

The free parameters of the fitting are C1, M0, and C2

in the M(E) function, and ! in the RTE model. The
initial kinetic energy of o-Ps E0 is assumed to be within
the range from 0.8 eV to 3.0 eV [14, 30]. All the measured
data are simultaneously fitted, and chi-square for the pre-
vious experiments which are shown in Fig. 3(bottom) by
several markers is also calculated and included in the
minimizing function. Variations of fitting results from

We showed the limit was around 
100 K (in preparation)

Laser cooling (Doppler cooling)

Ps
v⃗

243 nm
Redly detuned Lyman-a

Photon recoil velocity : 1.5 km s-1
𝜎!~50 km s"# at 300 K
Recoil cooling limit : 100 mK

𝜏$%→#' = 3.2 ns

Ps will be cooled to a few Kelvin in 
300 ns



Broad spectral profile is 
necessary for the cooling laser
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Doppler shift (GHz)
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15 GHz
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460 GHz 
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The light mass of Ps leads to a 
large Doppler shift

Laser should be broadband with a 
chirp follow decreasing Doppler 
shift by the cooling
Desired chirp rate :

31.23 PHz
2𝜋×3.2 ns× 31.5 km s"# 𝑐

≈ 300 GHz / µs

Duration should be long enough 
(300 ns) to complete the cooling Doppler profile for atoms

in the room temperature

Laser
spectrum

Chirp

Broadband



We designed and built 
a home-made laser to realize Ps cooling
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Published in K. Yamada et al.,
Phys. Rev. Applied 16,
014009 (2021).

We found and demonstrated a 
rapid chip occurs by modulating 
pulsed laser inside the cavity



Long duration and broadband
were confirmed
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Laser properties

FIG. 7. Demonstration of the rapid frequency chirp of the third harmonic laser pulse at 243 nm.

Top panel: waveform. The waveforms with di!erent colors designate pulses with di!erent timings

for multipass amplification. The waveforms are averaged over 100 shots. Bottom panel: time

dependence of the spectrum of the partially amplified pulse. The red curves represent the simulated

peak frequencies of the partially amplified pulse.

laser cooling using 1S–2P transition, we must evaluate the spectrum of the cooling laser in

the time scale of the spontaneous lifetime of 2P states with respect to the Doppler profile

of Ps. Therefore, the spectra are shown for not the entire pulse but only the representative

pulses. The optical frequency of the cooling laser is detuned to a lower frequency from the

resonance frequency of the 1S–2P transition of Ps to perform chirp cooling. We mainly use

the positively chirped components for the chirp cooling. As the bandwidth of the present

cooling laser is around 30 times smaller than the Doppler width of Ps at 300 K, we estimate

that it is possible to cool around 3% of the total population. For more e!cient cooling of

the entire gas of Ps, it is essential to realize a laser with a broader spectrum at 243 nm.

Next, we discuss guidelines for improving the present CPTG to realize more e!cient laser

cooling of Ps. Using our results, we can design an optical system with the desired temporal

and spectral structures. The duration of the pulsed laser is typically given by the photon

lifetime of the laser cavity, and the bandwidth and chirp rate of the CPTG are given by

13

Timing profile

58 3.2冷却光源の開発

図 3.49: フォトディテクターで観測した二倍波のパルス列の時間波形。

図 3.50: 基本波の時間波形の拡大図。サンプリングレートは 1 GS/sである。

図 3.51: ペロン・ブロカプリズムで基本波・二倍波・3次高調波を分光し、蛍光塗料の塗ってある白紙に照
射した結果。

3次高調波の時間波形とパワースペクトルを同時に観測するために構築した光学系が図 3.52である。パ
ワースペクトルの測定系については、図 3.18と同様のものである。プリズムで分光した 3次高調波をビームサ

(Enlarged)

> 300 ns
duration

Consist of 
pulse train

Integration start time (µs)

45 GHz / µs chirp

Intensity map of 
Integrated spectrum

★ Enough duration for Ps cooling
★ Rapid chirp consistent with a theoretical 

calculation based on the prototypical design of 
the laser



Demonstration of laser cooling and 
upgrade for more broadband are ongoing
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冷却レーザーの初期離調を変えたときの、冷却 Ps のドップラーシフトの分布 
（チャープの幅は 14 GHz） 
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Simulated Doppler shift after laser 
cooling by the prototypical laser

Several percent of 
the whole emitted Ps 
can be cooled

We are doing experiment to 
demonstrate laser cooling using 
the prototypical laser

Cooled fraction is not expected 
to be so large but assumed to 
be detectable by Doppler 
spectroscopy

Upgrade to increase laser 
bandwidth ~10 times more is 
also ongoing by replacing the 
Electro-optical modulator

≃ 1 K



Experiment is conducted
at KEK-SPF
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Laser boothPs production and 
observation chamber

We built a specialized system to demonstrate 
laser cooling at KEK Slow Positron Facility 

Lasers to profile velocity 
distribution of Ps are also 
installed 



Experiment is conducted
at KEK-SPF
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Inside the chamber (from detector side)
Inside the laser booth



Experiment is conducted
at KEK-SPF
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Wavelength-variable laser optics
to measure Doppler profile

Cooling laser at KEK-SPF



Experiment is conducted
at KEK-SPF
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Wavelength-variable laser optics
to measure Doppler profile

Cooling laser at KEK-SPFWe studied :
l Velocity distribution measurements
l Background effects from irradiating the 

cooling laser

We plan laser cooling will be demonstrated 
in 2021 FY



Summary
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l Ps is a unique system suitable for studying fundamental physics
l Cooling of Ps is a breakthrough for precise spectroscopy and Ps-BEC
l We cool Ps by laser cooling

Built an optimized laser with long 
duration and broadband by an 
original configuration

Conduct demonstration 
experiment at KEK-SPF


